PowerPack

™
for the...

The A+® PowerPack™ is an annual plan that provides you with the best customer support in the industry, ensures
your A+nywhere Learning System® (A+LS ™) content is always up-to-date, and adds engaging interactive content and
training resources to A+LS. The integrated premium content will “supercharge” your A+LS installation allowing you to
offer more learning opportunities for your students and teachers.

Top Reasons to Purchase the A+ PowerPack:
• Keep current with our latest title and standards updates and upgrades.
• Feature-rich interactive media learning objects from premium publishers – Encyclopædia Britannica®, Cambridge
University Press®, and the National Library of Virtual Manipulatives – plus on-demand training videos.
• Unmatched level of customer support.
• Unrivaled telephone support.
• Money-saving bundle pricing.

A+ PowerPack is an Annual Plan that Includes:

(see back for more details)

1

Unrivaled Customer/Technical Support – Access to Support Whenever You Need it

2

A+nyWhere Learning System Course/Title and Standards Maintenance – Always be Current

3

Encyclopædia Britannica® Online School Edition – Linked to over 2,100 A+LS Lessons

4

Cambridge University Press® – 638 Learning Objects Embedded into 12 Science and Two Elective Titles

5

National Library of Virtual Manipulatives – 255 Learning Objects Embedded into 14 Math Titles

6

Professional Development – A+® University™ Online Training Resource
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PowerPack Contents
™

1

Unrivaled Customer/Technical Support Via:

•P
 hone: Support is available
Monday – Friday, 7 a.m. – 7 p.m.
CST (except common holidays).

2

•C
 omplete unlimited access to the
Encyclopædia Britannica website via
A+LS lessons.

•R
 esearch resource for both
students and teachers.

•B
 ritannica workspaces accessed from
A+LS lessons contain information
that serves to enhance and grow
student learning interest.

• State standard alignment and support.

• Curriculum alignment and support.
•E
 lementary, middle, and high school
content available.

Cambridge University Press Learning Objects
®

•1
 2 science and two elective titles
are enriched with a total of 638
learning objects.
• L earning objects can be used for
whole class or individual learning.

• L earning objects are self-contained
visual applications used to teach
students a specific concept covered
in the A+LS lessons.

• L earning objects consist of animations and interactive activities that
enhance the curriculum concepts
presented within the A+LS lessons.

National Library of Virtual Manipulatives (NLVM) Learning Objects

•1
 4 math titles are enriched with
255 learning objects developed by
the NLVM with the support of the
National Science Foundation.

6

•P
 rogram service packs and other
fixes.

®

• Access for up to 900 students per site.

5

•S
 tate standard upgrades (released
twice per year, if required).

Encyclopædia Britannica Online School Edition

•2
 ,100 direct links from A+LS lessons
to Encyclopædia Britannica Online
School Edition workspaces (aligned
to A+LS content) that contain
articles, learning materials, videos,
and much more.

4

• Instant Message.

•O
 ptions:
Level 1: 8-hour response time.
Level 2: 2-hour response time.

AnyWhere Learning System Course/Title and Standards Maintenance

•C
 ourse/title upgrades (to currently
licensed titles).

3

• E-mail.

• T he learning objects are virtual
manipulatives or concept tutorials
for mathematics instruction that
help students visualize relationships
and applications.

• T he NLVM learning objects are
self-contained visual applications
used to teach students a specific
concept covered in the A+LS
lessons.

Professional Development A+ University™ Online Training Resource

•C
 onvenient – Receive training on
demand, 24 hours a day, seven
days a week.
•A
 ccessible – Available at school, at
home, or on the road.

®

•F
 ast – Self-paced activities meet the
immediate need of the educator.
•E
 asy to Use – Clearly defined lessons and an easy-to-use navigation
system.

•C
 ost Effective – Save money by
effectively utilizing training dollars to reinforce formal training or
to quickly get new or transferred
teachers familiar with A+LS.
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